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to Hugli and from Hugli   to Patna as   174 and   382^   miles
respectively.
 8.	" Botton " was used by Marshall's informants to designate
the whole tract of country including Bhutan, Sikkim and Tibet,
and often to indicate the latter  country alone.    The   distance
between Motihari and Hataura in Nepal is far greater than
" 8 course."
 9.	(a) " Botton  or  Cuttee " and  " Nettee  Cuttee,"   in   9 (c)
are unintelligible.    " Botton " is obviously Tibet.    " Cuttee " =
Kuti alias Nilam Jong.    See Chapter V, note 2, for a similar
remark on Morang and the hills visible from it.
10.	(d) "Daupshaw"   may   be   meant   for   Hind,   dhdncha,
skeleton, i.e. Bhim's skeleton (hills).
" Mauhabor " probably represents the Mohoria range of hills,
" Dowka " may possibly be intended for Dhaulagiri, Dhavalagiri
(Dewalagiri).
11.	(6) The exchange of occupation between men and women
sounds like a story of couvade (R.C.T.).    Skulls made into cups
or bowls may still frequently be seen.    The description as regards
clothes and the use of oil to keep out cold is accurate.
 (c)	Suling, Sulling, etc. are evidently meant for Si-ning (Hsi-
Ning) or Sining fu, the important Chinese town to the east of
Koko-nor, in the Kan-su province of China.
 (d)	The remarks on " leachery " refer to polyandry as practised
in the Himalayas (R.C.T.).
(g) Mukhtar Ishaq, from whom Marshall obtained part of his
information regarding Tibet, must have been a great traveller,
if the story of the extent of his journeys is correct. Of his
relations with Sir Heneage Finch, ist Earl of Nottingham, 1621-
1682, no confirmation has been found.
13. (a) " Lossa [Lhasa] to Sunning [Si-ning]. " Corrassoo " is
probably intended for Kara-Su(chu), the black river or water.
Here again the information given to Marshall was quite incorrect.
The distance from Lhasa to Si-ning is greater than that from
Patna to Lhasa.
(6) If Marshall's " Don " is intended for the river Dam-chu,
then his Armenian informant was also greatly mistaken as to
distance, though his 400 kos from Lhasa to Si-ning is much nearer
the mark that that given by Mukhtar Ishaq.
17. (a) Al Biruni (i. 207) also speaks of, and describes the
" City called Caasmeere," though he also calls it " Addishtan/' but
Abul Fazl writes " Srinagar is the capital," referring to the same
place as Al Biruni.

